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Forward 

April saw another successfully hosted LRKC Field 

Trial and a fabulous time was had by all.  

Congratulations to all the winners and those who 

placed.  The local farming community at Val has 

been home to this event for so many years and we 

are sincerely appreciative of their hospitality and 

support.  This year our base camp moved to a new 

venue, the Geloftefeesterrein. Thank you to the 

Roodebank Geloftefees Committee for making the 

venue and facilities available to us.  A special thank 

you also to Lane and Liz Reynolds, Nico and Orika 

Bierman and Jan and Cornelia Wessels for making 

their respective farms available for the various 

stakes. 

We are also extremely grateful to our sponsors, 

MSD ANIMAL HEALTH and AFGRI (Jock dog food) 

for their generous support, as well as to Kevin and 

Jane Pott and Gerhard and Mercia van Tonder for 

sponsoring prizes for the event.  We must also thank 

Tony and Marie Wynne for their support, and more 

specifically for the database administration.  Last 

but not least, this event would not be possible 

without the tireless and sometimes thankless efforts 

of the LRKC Field Trial sub-committee of Angelique 

van Rooyen, Kevin Pott, Jane Pott, Mercia van 

Tonder, Francois van Rooyen, Dwayne Malcolm and Renier Jansen van Vuuren.  There are several others too who gave 

of their time most generously and we appreciate this more than you know. 

With our Annual Field Trial behind us, we now move on to the Open Show on the 25th of June and the 2016 KUSA 

Championship Stake on the 20th and 21st of August.  We hope to have a bumper entry at our Open Show and we 

would also urge you to support the Championship Stake to witness the very best field trialers this Country has to offer. 

Photo by Jane Pott 
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In this Bulletin, we publish the full results of the LRKC Annual Field Trials, introduce our upcoming breed show judges, 

report back on a fun retriever workshop held in Port Elizabeth and we also publish an article on the dangers of heat 

stroke.  I hope you enjoy the articles and the beautiful photos included in this edition. 

Genevieve Alberts 

 

Membership 

A warm welcome to Helena Maritz of Aldoleisha Labradors who has just joined the Club.  Helena is 

based in Trichardt, Mpumalanga and is a relatively new breeder.  We are delighted to have you on board! 

The best way to introduce yourself, meet fellow Labrador enthusiasts and become part of the 

LRKC is to attend our events! 

 

The 46th Annual Field Trials of the LRKC 

Herewith the results of the trial.  Well done to all who placed and a big congratulations to each of the stake 

winners! 

Results of the 46th Annual Field Trials of the LRKC 

Stake Placing Name Handler SAHR 
Points 

Guns 
Choice 

Puppy 
 1st Bardale DB Skylark of Conkasha (Skye) Sharron Brown  Yes 
 2nd Rudskog’s Skyfall of Trevena (Purdey) Di Holman   

Junior 
 1st Roodehek Orions Echo of Kinkora (Echo) Judith Buchanan 2.5 Yes 
 2nd Wildspirit Air In Motion of Hallyholme (Dunroy) John Murdoch 2.5  

Maiden 
 1st Ravenside Shayde of Delescautlegend NHR 

(Shayde) 
Michael Kloeck 2.5 Yes 

 2nd Wildwings Teal NHR (Teal) Peter Christie 2.5  
 3rd Bardale DB Strike Force of Conkasha (Ross) Gordon Loxton 2.5  
 4th Wildwings Sureshot Sadie (Sadie) Tony Wynne 2.5  
 COM Ch Trevena Bedtime Story (Freyja) Di Holman 2.5  
 COM Ravenside Duke of Delescautlegend NHR (Duke) Michael Kloeck 2.5  
 COM Eagertrieve ZA Kestrels Flight (KC) Angelique van 

Rooyen 
2.5  

EVENTS TO DIARISE 

 LRKC Second Open Show 2016 – 25th of June at Goldfields Show Grounds; Judge – Mrs 

Susan Faes 

 WODAC –  15-17th of July at Gallagher Convention Centre, Midrand.  Come and visit us 

at the Gundog Stand in Hall 4 

 2016 Championship Stake – 20-21st August 2016 in Hekpoort, Magaliesburg 

 LRKC 49th Championship Show 2016 – 17 September at Goldfields Show Grounds; 

Judge – Mr Chris Mills (Lembas Labradors UK) 
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Stake Placing Name Handler SAHR 
Point

s 

Guns 
Choice 

Novice 
 1st Walkabout Intrepid of Tashinga WHR (Major) David Padbury 5.0 Yes 
 2nd Tinvane Lowly Flame NHR (Sparky) Sue Greenwood 5.0  
 3rd Hilost Golden Guinea of Trevena NHR  

(Guinea) 
Mike Holman 5.0  

 4th Siatham Poppadom of Chardale NHR (Flirt) Charles Trollope 5.0  
 COM Lymond Brechin WHR (Brechin) Terry Watson   
 COM Ch Trevena Mannochmore (Manny) Di Holman   

Open 
 1st Ravenside Gimlet FTA WHR (Zack) Henry Playne 20.0 Yes 
 2nd Trevena Gentleman Jack WHR (Jack) Gareth Thomas 20.0  
 COM Tinvane Lowly Flare FTA MHR (Felix) Marian van Wyk   

 

 

Puppy Stake winners, Sharron Brown and 

Skye, deep in concentration… 

Photo by Jane Pott 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photographer capturing Photographer: Renier 

Jansen van Vuuren 

Photo by Jane Pott 
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Winner of the Junior 

Stake, Judith Buchanan’s 

Golden Retriever, Echo 

(Roodehek Orion’s Echo of 

Kincora)  

Photo by Renier Jansen 

van Vuuren 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winner of Maiden 

Stake, Michael 

Kloeck’s Shayde 

(Ravenside Shayde of 

Delescautlegend, 

NHR) 

Photo by Renier 

Jansen van Vuuren 

 

 

 

 

Winner of Novice 

Stake, David Padbury’s 

Major (Walkabout 

Intrepid of Tashinga, 

WHR) 

Photo by Renier Jansen 

van Vuuren 
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Open Stake winner, Henry Playne’s Zack (Ravenside Gimlet, FTA, WHR) retrieving one of those Chernobyl 

Ducks during the last series on the day 

Photo by Renier Jansen van Vuuren 

 

Annual Field Trial Awards 

The following trophies were awarded at the 46th Annual Field Trials of the LRKC: 

The Vonniejo Field Trial Trophy for 2015 was once again awarded to Mr Chris Emins’ Ch FT Ravenside Blue 

Moon of Snowpine GMHR.  Well done Chris and Boss! 

The Craignair Breeders Field Trial Trophy for 2015 was awarded to Ravenside Labradors.  Congratulations 

to Gary Emerton on this achievement! 

 

 

Breed (between 1 March and 8 June)~ 
 Ch Ailsacraig Final Fling of Conkasha (D), bred by Margaret Bell and owned by Sharron 

Brown (2 March) 
 Ch Casimiro Sykstus of Rowania (Imp. Poland) (D), bred by Daria Marszalek and 

owned by Thania Rowan (12 April 2016) 
 Ch Craignair Picture Perfect (B), bred and owned by Jane Pott (18 April 2016) 

 Ch Longformacus Calls The Tune of Tushielaw (D), bred by Edith Hogg and owned by 
Rho Hansen (19 May)  

 

Congratulations to the breeders and owners of these fabulous dogs! 
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Getting to Know our Judges 

Susan Faes will be judging our Second Open Show of the year 

being held on the 25th of June at Goldfields Show Grounds.  Sue 

has been a Championship level Gundog judge since 1978 and has 

judged Gundogs across the Country at Championship and FCI level 

regularly since then.  She is well known to the Gundog breed exhibitors 

as an owner and exhibitor of pointers. 

A loyal Gundog supporter to the end, Sue first started showing pointers 
in 1970, meeting her husband, Peter Faes, at her very first 

show.  Peter Faes bred and exhibited English and Irish Setters under 
the affix “Ulvenhout”.  Their quality imported lines were very 

successful in the ring, winning several times at national level.  Sue now 

focuses on judging and exhibiting.  

********** 

Chris Mills of Lembas Labradors (UK) has kindly agreed 

to judge the 49th 
Championship Show of the LRKC on the 17th of September 

2016.  For most of our show community, Chris Mills does not need 

any introduction.  Together with his wife Claire, they have a long, 
successful history breeding outstanding quality Labradors, 

including seven UK show champions.  Lembas was also named the 
top breeding kennel in the UK in 2002.  Chris and Claire both remain 

avid exhibitors of their dogs and Chris has become well known 
across the globe for being a highly respected, Labrador specialist 

judge.  

Chris and Claire Mills have always had Labradors in their lives.  They 

started showing an interest in the show ring when they purchased 
a black dog puppy from Dorchester in 1989 named Mohameds 

Thunderpunch.  He was a great grandson of CH Follytower 

Merrybrook Blackstormer and was a present from Claire to Chris.  
He proved to be a very good gundog.  They took him to a few 

exemption shows and he promptly took home a number of red 
cards.  The Mills were hooked! 

The Lembas affix was granted in 1995 and the Mills bought in their 
brood bitches, being Trendlewood Midnight Silk at Lembas and 

Jugaren Moonlight Melody at Lembas.  Both were bred on Sandylands lines and Lembas’ breeding has stayed 
closely linked to the Sandylands dogs ever since.  This early photo of the Lembas foundation dogs, taken by 

Claire Mills, includes Mohameds Thunderpunch (far left) and Trendlewood Midnight Silk at Lembas (far right). 
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Over the years, Lembas has become particularly well 

known for their quality yellows.  Featured here are litter 

mates Sh Ch Lembas Mamma Mia JW and Sh Ch Lembas 
Super Trouper JW, born in 2008. (Photo by Claire Mills) 

Chris’s judging appointments have taken him to all 
corners of the UK and abroad and when he is not 

judging, he and Claire are out exhibiting their dogs at 
the UK’s numerous open and championship shows.  

They have been very successful in the show ring over 
the years and are faring very well with their current crop 

of youngsters, some of whom are pictured here. 

Sh Ch Lembas Pretty Amazing Grace JW, photographed 

(below) by Alan Walker, is the reigning Midland Counties 
Labrador Retriever Club Puppy of the Year 2016.  Grace 

won her first CC and went Reserve Best in Show whilst 

still a puppy at the Cotswold and Wyevern Labrador 

Retriever Club Championship 

Show in July 2015.  She has just 
been awarded her third and 

crowning CC at the Three 
Counties Championship Show in 

June 2016 at under two years of 

age. 

 

Photographed at Crufts 2016 by 

Galina Motor is the handsome 
three-year-old, Lembas Sweeney 

Tod JW (right).  Tod gained 
his Junior Warrant at just 13 

months of age and has 

continued to perform well in 
the ring. 

   

The black beauty overleaf 
(photo by Chris Mills) is the 

two-year-old Lembas Go 
Gentle JW, daughter of Sh 

Ch Lembas Mamma Mia JW.  

Gen has had a great start to 
2016, winning the BCC ticket 

and BOB at the Labrador 
Retriever Club of Northern 

Ireland Championship Show. 
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We are really looking 

forward to having Chris 

Mills judge our dogs in 

September and we hope 

for an excellent entry.  He 

has also agreed to give us 

a breed talk and 

presentation following the 

Championship Show.  

Details will follow closer to 

the time. 

 

 

 

 

 

******** 

 

The Great Retriever Workshop, Port Elizabeth (April 2016) 

The Eastern Cape Gundog Association, spearheaded by Iain Judd and Bronwyn Westerdale, hosted a retriever 

workshop at Dawson’s Dairy on the 3rd of April for all local and visiting retrieverites.  Training was conducted 

by LRKC Vice-Chairman, Kevin Pott and assisted by Club President, Jane Pott.      

Iain Judd:  Following three days of breed shows and two days of howling gales when the annual traditional 

gundog braai was cancelled for fear of burning down the show ground with its myriad of plastic tents and 

gazebos, the intrepid Port Elizabeth gundog gang and guests repaired to Dawson’s Dairy for the real deal. 

A gentle zephyr greeted the 12 labs and 2 goldens (yes, we are an all-inclusive group) and 16 handlers.  
Included were recreational retrievers, rough shooting dogs and the pucka field trialers. 
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Sporting a pair of flip-flops, (is your dog a retriever or a beach bum sir?) 

Kevin took the group through the requirements of the field trial, including 

the dreaded ‘5C’ rules and then led the dogs into a single marked retrieve.  
This was followed by a gentle blind down a track to the dam wall. 

All survived, including a first time attendee, Karen Gallagher and Savanna 
a yellow lab working in obedience and companion dog. 

A bit more theory led to a double, the first in the water and the second 

over a grass berm – the second being the nominated retrieve for the older 

more experienced dogs. 

Finally, the group had a mark, with the fall out of sight, over the berm, 
with all the dogs pointedly ignoring the easy miss throw on top of the 

berm. 

Miraculously, Kevin was able to cure Gina, a chocolate Lab, of 

disappearing with the dummy, in a couple of retrieves, notwithstanding 
the valiant efforts of the local experts in attempting to fix the problem 

over a few years. Carole Dawson reckons Kevin needs to pitch every week.  

Karen is also hooked and we hope to see her and Savanna every week.  

So, our grateful thanks go to Jane and Kevin Pott for a fantastic afternoon 
of laughter and enjoyment, together with the knowledge imparted so 

graciously and freely. 

Kevin commented that, upon arrival, he and Jane were greeted by a 

mixed group of enthusiastic handlers from casual retrievers, pure hunting 

retrievers and the die-hard field trialers.  So training plans had to be 
adapted very quickly to suit all attendees. The venue of Dawson’s Farm, 

outside Port Elizabeth, was quite spectacular. 

He also remarked that the abilities of the dogs that participated was first 

class.  The second series covered both obedience and control by setting 
the dog up in the sitting position with the handler walking out from ten to 

twenty meters and then placing the dummy visible to the (patient) dog 
before sending the dog.  This exercise was aimed at laying the foundation 

for teaching the dog how to take a line and again, all dogs performed 

well. 

The third series was a split double for the less experienced handlers and 
dogs and for the more advanced handlers a walk up was added just to 

put a little twist to the retrieve. All went very well, with the exception of 

one large black boy who decided the best route was to try and disappear 
and recall was just not on his list of options! 

Lastly, we decided to end the session on a positive note by lining up all 

the handlers in a depression and throwing enough dummies (a flurry) for 

each individual dog to retrieve over an embankment, (this was to see how 
each dog handled working out of sight and to conquer a barrier). This 

retrieve brought out the best in each and every dog, as no dog returned 
to his or her handler without a dummy.  

Kevin said that all in all, he and Jane were totally impressed with the 
standard on the day and thanks to Eastern Cape Gundog Association for 

hosting and a special thank you to all for the enthusiasm presented! 

 

Photos by Nikki Moss 
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Heat Stroke 

By Laura Barmore, http://www.alllabs.com - 
extracts from original article 

 

Heat stroke is a deadly condition that can kill your 

beloved companion, even with emergency 

treatment.  In most cases the owner returns to find 
their pet collapsed, salivating, panting 

uncontrollably and perhaps unconscious. Even 
with heroic measures, many family pets die. 

There are three primary ways pets get into trouble 
with overheating:  Being locked in a hot car, being 

left outside on a sunny day without access to 
shade or, exercising excessively on hot, 

particularly humid days. 

What is Heat Stroke? 

Dogs are not as efficient as we are at dissipating heat from our bodies and can quickly get into trouble, 

particularly if confined to a parked car. The reason for this is that when a dog is confined to a space where 

the surrounding temperature and humidity are above tolerable levels, the dog’s body will begin to acquire heat 
from the environment faster than it can dissipate that heat. Expired air in a dog’s breath is 39 degrees and 

has 100% humidity, which in itself increases the level of humidity in the dog’s environment. Humidity interferes 
with the dog’s ability to rid itself of excess body heat. As the relative humidity approaches 100% the dog’s 

humid breath does not evaporate well, resulting in compromised cooling and ultimately heat stroke. 

Even when parked in the shade, a dog needs to inhale air cooler than their normal body temperature of 39 

degrees.  A dog’s only means of dissipating excess body heat is through panting. Our four-legged friends only 
perspire around their paws, which is not enough to cool their body.  So to rid themselves of excess heat, dogs 

pant. The air that moves through the nasal passages picks up excess heat from the body. As it is expelled 

through the mouth, the extra heat leaves along with it. Unfortunately, in a parked car with the surrounding 
humidity of 100 percent, panting proves an inefficient means of cooling. Dogs can only pant so fast. 

It only takes a few minutes for heat in a car to increase 4 degrees above the outside air temperature especially 

in direct sunlight. In general, the darker the car and the more windows it has, the faster it will heat up inside. 

Time, temperature and humidity are critical factors in the development of heat stroke in pets. An overheated 
dog first suffers from heat exhaustion; if he keeps getting hotter, it progresses to heat stroke. Once the 

animal’s cells reach 41 degrees, it is crucial for any chance of recovery to lower the dog’s core temperature as 
fast as possible.  Otherwise, death will occur no matter what you try do to save the animal. 

All living cells have limits to the temperature they can tolerate. When the temperature goes beyond those 
limits, cells break down and lose functional capacity, releasing chemicals within themselves that cause more 

adverse reactions. Eventually these cells cease to function and die. 

Other Factors 

While heatstroke occurs most often from leaving pets in unattended vehicles, there are other dangerous 

situations that account for the cause of deaths from heat stroke. Leaving pets outdoors without shade or 
shelter is just as dangerous as leaving them inside a hot car. Be sure they are not left tied out in the direct 

sunlight or kept outdoors in a run without sufficient shade or air circulation during warm sunny days. 

Overweight dogs are also more prone to overheating due to the extra layers of fat that act as insulation and 

trap heat in their bodies restricting their breathing. Age is also a factor in an animal’s preponderance to 
overheat. Older dog’s organ systems may not be functioning at 100 percent, leaving them prone to 

overheating. Very young puppies may not have a fully developed temperature regulating system so they are 

more apt to overheat. 

Yet another factor which comes into play is coat. A dark coat will become overheated more quickly than a 
lighter one. Long-haired and heavy double coated dogs also fare worse in the summer heat. 

http://www.alllabs.com/
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Signs of Heat Stroke 

Symptoms of heat stroke include; intense and rapid panting, wide-eyed look of distress, salivation, staggering 
and weakness, a body temperature of over 40 degrees is probable evidence of heat stroke, refusal to obey 

commands, rapid heartbeat, vomiting, gums that appear pale and dry, collapse and unconsciousness. 

Treatment for Heat Stroke  

If your dog begins to exhibit signs of heat stroke, you must act quickly and calmly. Have someone call a 

veterinarian while you immediately try to cool them down. Often a pet will respond after a few minutes of 

cooling, only to succumb again to soaring temperatures so it is imperative to seek veterinary attention as soon 
as possible.  Get your dog out of the direct sun and into shade or air conditioning; rub cool damp towels in 

the dog’s groin area; run cool water over the tongue and mouth; place your pet in a tub of cool running water 
or hose down with water being sure the cool water contacts the skin of the under-belly and the inside of the 

dog’s legs.  Do not pour ice water on him or dunk him in an ice bath. This could be too big a shock to his 

system. 

Check your dog’s temperature regularly during the process. Once the dog’s temperature has stabilized at 
around 39 degrees, you can stop the cool-down process.  You should get your dog to the vet as soon as 

possible, even if you have succeeded in cooling him down. 

At an animal hospital, the veterinary staff will work as quickly as possible to get the core body temperature 

down and blood pressure up. They generally will run blood work to see how the kidneys are functioning and 
provide intravenous fluids and anticoagulants as well. They may administer oxygen, cortisone and dextrose to 

help protect the traumatized cells. 

Precautions 

Thankfully, heat stroke is preventable if you keep in mind your dog’s inability to handle heat. While traveling, 

there are cool coats and cool pads available for your four legged friend. The best precaution is not to ever 

leave your pet in a vehicle on warm sunny days, even with the window slightly open. 

Many owners enjoy taking their Labs on weekend outings however flea markets, craft shows and other outdoor 
activities can be the worst place to take a dog on a hot sunny day. 

Excitement or discomfort brings on panting and an elevated metabolic rate which elevates the dog’s 
temperature. Older pets have less resistance to stresses such as traveling, heat, noises, and unusual activities. 

Be mindful, too, that your dog’s pads can suffer heat trauma from contact with hot asphalt or other sun-
scorched surfaces. 

At home, always provide plenty of cool, fresh water. If your dog is outside on a hot day, make sure he has a 
shady spot to rest in. Doghouses are not good shelter during the summer as they can trap heat. You may 

want to fill a child’s wading pool with fresh water for your dog to cool off in. 

Avoid strenuous exercise on extremely hot days. Take walks in the early mornings or evening, when the sun’s 

heat is less intense. 

Remember, heat stroke is always a medical emergency! 

 

******* 

 

Member News 

A special congratulations to Kevin and Jane Pott (Craignair Labradors) on Ch Craignair Picture Perfect 

(Phoebe) being awarded KUSA National Labrador Retriever 2016 at the recent KUSA Breed Nationals 

under Judges Karl P. Reisinger (Austria) & Luis Catalan (Portugal).  Well done Phoebe! 
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Saying goodbye: Francois and Angelique van Rooyen sadly said 

goodbye to a dog of a lifetime.  Shica (Ch. FT Knibbelkouer Jolige 

Shica MHR) passed away in May at almost 13 years of age and will 

be fondly remembered and sorely missed by all who knew her.  Shica 

enjoyed a phenomenal field trial career and was very much the 

matriarch of the van Rooyens’ Eagertrieve Za Kennel.  We are very 

sorry for your loss! 

Wedding bells: Members’ Jeandré van Niekerk and Jennifer Ford 

tied the knot in Pretoria in May.  Congratulations love birds and we 

wish you many happy years together! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope you enjoyed this Bulletin and we look forward to seeing you at some of the upcoming 

LRKC events.  

Yours, 

the LRKC Committee  

2016 KUSA National Field Trial Championship Stake 

This year’s event is, for the first time, being jointly hosted by two Clubs, namely the 

Golden Retriever Club of the Transvaal and the Labrador Retriever Kennel Club. 

This year’s theme is “Out of Africa” 

- Draw dinner: 7th of August, Farm Uitkomst, Machadodorp, cost R300.00 

per person 

- Championship Stake: 20th and 21st of August, Doringkloof, Hekpoort 

- Prize Giving Luncheon:  21st of August, Jabulani Farm, Doringkloof, 

Hekpoort, cost R250-00 per person 

Please diarise the event – a formal invitation and reservation forms will be sent out 

shortly. Competitors’ and Officials’ meal costs will be covered by the Committee. 


